Inverted Canopy Solutions

When EPCs and project developers across the USA need dependable, low-maintenance solar carports or canopies, they turn to RBI Solar. Our variety of structure models, layouts, foundations, and add-ons offer many possibilities to design and engineer the solar canopy that fits the needs of your budget and aesthetic preferences. With over 100 carports constructed in the last 5 years, our team has the experience to deliver a robust carport solution for your business, institution, or community.

Cost-Effective Benefits

- Maximize parking lot functionality
- Single-source solution for canopy structure design and construction
- No on-site welds for faster install
- Multiple manufacturing facilities
- In-house engineering team licensed in all 50 states
- Pre-construction design and support resources available
- Water management available
- Multiple foundation options

www.rbisolar.com
Inverted Tee-Shape Solution

Inverted Truss Solution

Inverted Longspan Solution

<7° tilts standard (other tilts available upon request)

Contact us at info@rbisolar.com or (513) 242-2051